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Hey! Glad you're interested in learning more about
TACBotz! This guide will help you understand what
our suite of signals do individually so you'll have an
idea of what in the world is happening when the
market is open and these signals are appearing on
your screen like crazy!
But remember, it's best to use and wait for multiple
signals to appear and guide your decisions instead of
relying on one at a time, AKA "signal confluence."
One signal alone may be strong, but many signals
together are stronger.

The Guide's
Format

Each signal can be toggled on and off of your
chart view in tradingview. Just go to the top left
where it says this indicator's name "TACBotz" and
hover over the name, click the settings icon, and
change the inputs to your liking. Each page of
this guide will have screenshots that show each
signal by itself and the settings you need to
select to see whichever signal we're talking about
in that page (e.g. to the right are the settings to
make your view look like the screenshot below)
But just a disclaimer, this is what it looks like when everything is turned on at
the same time:

It might look daunting at first but once you understand each signal, viewing
them together will be (as it was designed to be) easy.
Overstimulate responsibly.

Entry Signals
There's certain things that help price move well in the
market. When several of those things appear at the same
time like a surprise birthday party or a flash mob, then
these signals will paint. Exciting!

Large Volume In: a bold triangle with the text "Large Vol In"
above or beneath the traingle. The large volume in signal
paints when high volume shows up at the beginning of a
price move

Trend In: a faded triangle with the text
"Trend In" above or beneath the triangle. The
trend in signal paints when a combination
of well known indicators sync to present a
good entry opportunity

Small Volume In: a small faded triangle with the text
"Small Vol In" above or beneath the triangle. The small
volume in signal is painted when ramping volume
appears at the beginning of a new price move

Volume

Why do zebras have black and white stripes if
the grass their hiding in is literally never black
or white? It's to hide amongst each other, not
their surroundings. Moving with the masses
and hiding your trade among the many will
help you catch momentum and avoid being
spotted by the market manipulator predators
of the money market Serengeti

Ramping Volume: a faded triangle with no letter or
text pointed up for buying pressure or down for
selling pressure. This signal paints above the volume
candle that is 2x greater than prior volume

Small Volume Spike: a faded triangle with a
lowercase letter representing buying or selling
dominant pressure (b for buying, s for selling). This
signal paints when volume is greater than the prior
volume's moving average

Large Volume Spike: a triangle with a CAPITAL letter
representing buying or selling dominant pressure (B
for buying, S for selling). This signal paints when
volume is 2x greater than the volume's moving
average

The
Blue/Purple
Background
When a move has enough strength to be trending in
one direction, the background will paint a certain color
for as long as that move is strong. This gives you peace
of mind instead of watching every single new candle
paint and change shape and color while years are
taken off your lifespan from the sheer stress of it all

Solid blue background:
When price action has a clear upward
move, the background of the chart
will paint blue for as long as the
movement is strong

Solid purple
background:
When price action has a clear
downward move, the
background will paint purple as
long as the movement is strong

Exit signals

These signals give you an exit when the factors behind
a good price move disappear like lower volume,
slowing momentum, or indicators turning the other
direction at the same time. We are not liable for the
regret one feels for waving at these exits as they pass by
only to have price action put dirt in their eye

Volume Out: a blue or purple square with the
text "Vol Out" above or below it. This represents a
good exit when volume is no longer support a
move in one direction.

Momentum Out: a triangle with the text "Mom Out" above or
below the candle. This exit appears when the initial push of a
move dies and presents a good exit before a slow down or
sudden turn around. A solid move may see several of these
while a sudden jump or crash might only show one fast but
very reliable momentum out.

Trend Out: a triangle with the text "Mom Out" above
or below it. It paints when a candle peaks at the end
of a momentous price move in one direction. It
represents a good exit when momentum may no
longer carry the price in the same direction.

Momentum
Fade
When momentum slows or stops at the end of a
price move, this fade indicator paints to show that
the price movement crazy train has reached the
station

BLUE MOMENTUM FADE: THE MOMENTUM
OF THE DOWNWARD MOVE IS SLOWING OR
ENDING

PURPLE MOMENTUM FADE:
THE MOMENTUM OF THE UPWARD
MOVE IS SLOWING OR ENDING

Tip: this signal can be extremely helpful for both crypto and options traders because it offers
people, who maybe expect the rally they just rode to continue, a solid exit opportunity and a
chance to reevaluate their TA to possibly re enter or play in the opposite direction while the
price takes a break from moving as rapidly.

TAC
The TAC signal is a star with a
vertical line through it. It
paints over significantly
unique price candles that
could be signs of price
manipulation. TAC will also
draw price levels on the open
and close of that specific
candle. Price movements
have a tendency to respect
these levels by using them as
inflection points for
resistance or support. If price
uses the TAC levels as neither
resistance or support and
breaks through them, it's a
sign of extreme strength in
one direction

TAC
For example, after a TAC candle appeared on PLUG's chart, the price
consolidated around the channel its TAC levels created while buyers and
sellers fought. Finally, one prevailed and the price used the levels as a spring
board in one direction

Another example, LCID price used the bottom of its TAC levels as support
until bullish pressure finally won over and price soared away from the
bottom TAC level of support.

The TACBotz
Dashboard

Our dashboard collects all the tickers that just had good entry signals
paint recently and lists them for you to find the latest and greatest
trading opportunities. Find this at tacbotz.com in our dashboard tab!

This next section has our more advanced
entry signals. These signals are painted based
on confluence between multiple TAC signals
at the same time. Confluence is when more
than one indicator tells you the same thing
and gives you the same trading decision.

Scenario 0 & 1
Entry Signals

A scenario 0 is when price takes a big and sudden move
in one direction. A scenario 1 is when price takes a
sudden move in one direction, then u-turns quickly in
the other direction. These entries need to be near a tac
level with high, sudden, and consistent volume trending
in one direction.

Scenario 0: a TACBotz entry
signal fires at the same time
as a newly painted TAC line
is created. These scenarios
should be followed by high
volume going in favor of
your entry

Scenario 1: a TACBotz entry
signal fires at the same time
the price crosses through an
existing TAC line. These
scenarios should be followed
by high volume going in favor
of your entry

Scenario 69
Entry Signals

A normal scenario entry is already when multiple TAC
entry signals paint at the same time which multiplies
your level of confluence. A scenario 69 entry is when
multiple scenario entries paint at the same time, making
your level of confluence exponential!

Scenario 69.0: when
multiple scenario 0's
paint at the same time
on at least 3 of the 10
timeframes you listed in
your TACBotz settings
Scenario 69.LVI: when
multiple large volume in
signals paint at the same
time on at least 3 of the 10
timeframes you listed in
your TACBotz settings

Scenario 69.1: when a
scenario 1 paints immediately
after a scenario 0.

